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Drawings By MJ

Have an MJ personal belonging not on our site? Add it here!

Canvas Art By Michael Jackson

Canvases art by Michael signed "Michael Jackson 1998". [Product Details...]

Charlie Chaplin Sketch by Michael Jackson

Charlie Chaplin sketch by Michael Jackson. [Product Details...]

Drawing of LaToya by Michael Jackson

Drawing of LaToya by Michael Jackson [Product Details...]
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Michael Jackson "E.T." Drawing

Pencil on paper drawing of E.T, signed "Michael Jackson." [Product Details...]

Michael Jackson "Frankenstein's Monster" Ink Drawing (1977)

6"x4" ink drawing made by MJ while filming The Wiz in 1977 while working with make-up artist and horror-film enthusiast Michael Thomas. [Product Details...]

Michael Jackson "Little One" Drawing

Pencil on paper drawing of a young child in side profile. Michael wrote the words "Little One" in blue pen under the figure and signed the drawing in pencil. [Product Details...]

Michael Jackson "Man" Ink Sketch (Undated)

6"x4" ink sketch of a man drawn by Michael (date unknown). Sold by Julien's Auctions (Lot #294) for $12,160 at their 2009 Music Icons auction. [Product Details...]
Michael Jackson "Monster" Drawing

Michael Jackson drawing of a monster or "Frankenstein" like character. [Product Details...]

Michael Jackson "Pretty Girl" Drawing

Black marker on paper drawing of a woman's profile and partial torso. Michael wrote the words "pretty girl" on the left and signed the drawing. [Product Details...]

Michael Jackson "The Power Of Thoughts" Drawing

Black marker on paper drawing of a head emitting beams from its eyes. Michael wrote the words "The Power of Thought" and signed the drawing. [Product Details...]

Michael Jackson *Fantasia* Handmade Drawing (USA)

This Drawing come from Katherine Jackson's personal collection she donated in September 2013 to a charity auction going to restore town of Gary, Indiana. [Product Details...]
Michael Jackson "Kid" Handmade Drawing (USA)

Michael Jackson sketch showing a kid. Sold in 2006 at an auction house in New York City. [Product Details...]

Michael Jackson "Mickey Mouse Pitcher" Handmade Drawing (USA)

Drawing made by Michael Jackson coming from Katherine Jackson's personal collection as she donated it in September 2013 for a charity auction held to help town of Gary, Indiana. [Product Details...]

Michael Jackson "The 7 Keys" Original Handmade Drawing (USA)

The 7 keys, handmade by Michael Jackson; donated by Katherine Jackson to a charity auction in September 2013 with the purpose of helping town of Gary, Indiana. [Product Details...]

Michael Jackson 3 Original Drawings (USA)

3 Original framed Drawings made by Michael Jackson. [Product Details...]
Michael Jackson Acrylic Painting Of Mickey Mouse

Acrylic on cardboard painting of Mickey Mouse conducting Pluto singing. Signed in the lower right, first in black paint "Michael Jackson", then in white paint "Mike Jackson" over the first signature. [Product Details...]

Michael Jackson Cartoon Girl Drawing (1985)

Black marker on paper drawing of a young girl with her hand on her hip. Signed and dated "Michael Jackson '85." [Product Details...]

Michael Jackson Drawing "Blue Star" (1990)

Drawing of a blue star with a halo made and signed by Michael. Crayon medium on paper. The drawing is on the verso side of “The Book” by Brett-Livingstone Strong. [Product Details...]

Michael Jackson Drawing "Dancing Feet" (1990)

Drawing of Michael's feet made and signed by Michael. Crayon medium on paper. The drawing is on the verso side of “The Book” by Brett-Livingstone Strong, signed in pencil by Michael and Strong. [Product Details...]
Michael Jackson Drawing "Get Healthy Very Soon" (1996/97)

Pencil on paper drawing of a boy's head with inscription reading "get healthy very soon! Love M.J." The drawing was purportedly given to one of the crew members of the HIStory Tour. [Product Details...]